Dear UVM Faculty,

The Center for Cultural Pluralism Invites You to a Workshop with Visiting Scholar:

**Tatyana Fertelmeyster, LCPC**
Connecting Differences, LLC Founder and Principal

**Title: Diversity Hot Buttons At The University**
Two-part Workshop on Theory to Practice

This highly interactive workshop will engage participants in exploring their own Diversity Hot Buttons and maximizing their interpersonal and intercultural effectiveness when DEI-related challenges are involved. Sessions will focus on identifying and examining stressors and triggers and offering practical steps and skills for growing through discomfort.

Dates: **Wednesday, May 26 and Thursday May 27, 2021**
Time: **1:30 PM - 3:30 PM**
Format: **Virtual Event**

REGISTER through PeopleSoft-Human Resources, with your UVM net ID login,
UVM Learning + Degrees > Request Training Enrollment>
Search by Course Number > CCP203

For more information check out CCP website
For ADA accommodations email access@uvm.edu
DIVERSITY HOT BUTTONS AT THE UNIVERSITY
TWO-PART WORKSHOP ON THEORY TO PRACTICE

May 26-27, 2021
1:30 PM - 3:30PM EDT

Facilitator: Tatyana Fertelmeyer

To learn more & register:
https://go.uvm.edu/diversity